NUKURIGU

PALI

Sima nukurigu mali alaafee zan
kpa daadam ningbena mebu kamaa ...

di mali
anfaani ...

1 TUYA NU KURUGU

1 NO GBALI

3 KAWANA TIBA ATA

2 BIHIM KOLIBA ATA

16 WULIJO DINI PRI BU PINI AYOBU

2 GALA AYI

SUHU DINI MALI ALAFAEE

ANFAANI NTI TI MANIMA

ALAFAEE TIMSIM

AMFAANI NTI BIHI

YAA PAM

NYEVILA WAGUNLI

bohim mi pam PMIL.CAES.UGA.EDU
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